Cache Creek Sidewalk Trail
How far: 1.5 miles.
How hard: Easy. The trail follows the slope not far
from the main Cache Creek trail.
Where to start: The trail can be accessed from
the main Cache Creek trailhead at two locations:
one next to the closed gate at the start of the Cache
Creek Trail, the other next to an informal parking
spot just west of the main trailhead. Signs along the
start of the trail will direct you.
What’s Special: A great place for early wildflowers
in May as well as the tallest of the sunflower family
in July; a large aspen stand, and sunshine in winter.

Helianthella and geranium.
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Serviceberry. Note the dense clusters of blooms with long petals and obvious
teeth on the margins of the leaves. Leaves are prominently veined. Serviceberry blooms in late May.
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Built to reduce congestion in lower Cache Creek, the Sidewalk Trail
has been extended to traverse about a mile up the canyon. The first trail
to melt out in spring, it’s a good place to catch early flowers. This trail is
a recommended wander on a dark winter day as well. While the creek
lies in deep shadow, you can find sun on the Sidewalk for a couple of
hours in mid-day. Views across the valley to Rendezvous Mountain help
brighten the scene when you think spring might have forgotten to come.
When spring does appear, this trail is a delight of wildflowers and
lime-green leaves. Flowers hem the trailside all summer and fall colors
light the way like amber lanterns until snow falls once again.
The mountain shrub community is well represented along the Cache
Creek Sidewalk. Chokecherry and serviceberry offer springtime blooms
and patches of shade on the otherwise exposed slope. Similar in size and
habit, these two shrubs often grow together.
Attracted to the diverse deciduous tree and shrub habitat, butterflies
and songbirds abound. Black-headed Grosbeaks, Cassin’s Finches, Western Tanagers and Broad-tailed Hummingbirds are among the beautiful
birds along this short but delightful trail.

Chokecherry. Flowers are borne on long panicles and each flower is smaller
and more compact than serviceberry. The leaves are long, pointed and leathery, with a definite shine. Teeth along the leaf margins are minute. Bloom
time is usually early June.
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The Sidewalk has some of the earliest
wildflowers…

Clockwise from upper left: Hood’s
phlox, Indian potato, shooting star,
Jove’s (or Utah) buttercup, and steer’s
head.
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Whether cup- or funnel-shaped,
symmetrical or oddly lobed, wildflowers are all designed for the
same thing: pollination. The yellow violet (right) has contrasting
dark streaks that point toward the
center of the flower, guiding insects
to its cache of pollen and nectar.
The insect enters the flower
to harvest nectar and doing so,
brushes against the anthers. Pollen sticks to its back and wings, and the next flower it visits receives a
bit of the pollen. By visiting different plants, the insect facilitates the
development of fertile seeds.
We think of bees and butterflies as pollinators, but a variety of other
insects can do the job. Many pollinate specific plant genera that depend on them, and, like
the orange-tip butterfly
at left, select a specific
type of plant to lay eggs
on. The orange-tip uses
rockcress as its host (as
well as for nectaring, as
seen here).
Some plants let the
wind take care of pollination. Most of these
have inconspicuous
blooms and little scent
since they don’t need to
attract a bug. Conifers
and aspens are wind-pollinated plants.
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Speaking of flowers…
Adding to the sunshine of an open slope is a variety of bright-yellow
flowers from the diminutive buttercup to saw groundsel and five-veined
sunflower, which can exceed six feet. Here’s a list of yellow flowers in
roughly the order of bloom.

Long-stalk spring-parsley
Nineleaf biscuitroot
Fernleaf biscuitroot
Oregon grape
Wallflower
3 species of yellow violet
Western groundsel
Nodding microseris
Arrowleaf balsamroot
Western yellow paintbrush
Sharpleaf hawk’s beard
Hound’s-tongue hawkweed
Antelope bitterbrush
Slender cinquefoil
White cinquefoil
Little sunflower
Five-veined sunflower
Saw groundsel
Goldenrod
Spineless horsebrush
Rubber rabbitbrush
Green rabbitbrush
Western sagewort
Showy goldeneye
Mountain big sage
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Goldenrod and yampah.

If you’re angry, blue, or
just plain frazzled, this is
the place for you—nature’s
abundance can’t help but
bring a smile.

Blue copper visiting a sulfur flower.
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A bloom of a different color…
If you have ever been
fooled by this early splash of
yellow, you’re not alone. It’s
designed to trick pollinators.
What is going on?
The “pseudoflowers” pictured here on a rockcress
are made by a fungus called
crucifer rust (it is specific
to members of the mustard
family or Cruciferae). It inCrucifer rust on rockcress.
vades the upper leaves and
turns them into bright yellow roses covered with sweet, sticky nectar.
Along with nectar are fungal reproductive cells called spermatia. Insects transfer male and female spermatia to other pseudo-flowers, thus
enabling sexual reproduction of the rust.
What’s in it for the rockcress? Infected plants host the fungus for
the rest of the growing season and
it prevents them from creating
their own blooms. But not every
plant is hit, so it’s possible that the
bright yellow pseudoflowers, larger and more conspicuous than the
rockcress’ own small white blooms,
attract more pollinators to the
general area. Flowering plants as
a group benefit.

Mature rust spores.
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The Prickly Ones
Tall and shaggy and covered with thorns, thistles are distinctive among
the plants along the Sidewalk Trail. People often dismiss them as unpleasant weeds. But two of the thistles pictured here are native plants.
Elk thistle (above left) is found on the upper Sidewalk and other
trails. It has a dense cluster of flowers and leaves on top of a single stem.
Typically 3 feet tall, it if often found in shade. Elk and horses relish the
artichoke-like flowers.
Like elk thistle, Teton thistle (upper right), is native to the local area,
thus its name. Its hairy foliage and long yellow thorns on the leaf margins help identify it. Its upper main stem has branches.
The non-native musk thistle (below right) grows to 6 or more feet. With
large flower heads full of seeds, it can become dominant if allowed to
take over, and like
many non-native
weeds, it detracts
from the quality of
native habitat and
biodiversity. Bees
and butterflies, of
course, love thistles of any kind.
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